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They are fun, outgoing and emotional!

The hormone that has the most impact on this 
HealthType is Oxytocin which gives them the 
desire to be a part of the action, wanting a 
constant flow of connection, sharing and love.

Besides the surge of bonding oxytocin provides 
to a new mother, it is also known to increase 
feelings of trust, empathy and the desire to 
share, while reducing stress and anxiety. A 
mistrustful, socially isolated, stressed or anxious 
Connector is therefore an important warning 
sign.

The drive for oxytocin influences this individual 
to look for as much social connection as 
possible. In addition to this, the Connector is an 
extrovert, naturally gaining energy from other 
people so it is no wonder that these people are 
the connectors! 

They are adept at creating trust and rapport in 
social interactions which, in turn, allows them 
to stimulate more oxytocin. The Connector 
naturally seeks the fun and excitement of doing 
things with people so that they can experience 

this continual flow oxytocin from connection.

Due to this continual need for oxytocin, a 
Connector, when out of balance or unhealthy, 
can become needy for people, children, pets, 
and other sources of connection. As a result, 
this may manifest as superficial connections 
that are just fulfilling the need to feel ‘liked’. 

It is important for a Connector to have a person 
they can have an ‘ugly cry’ with so they can 
verbally vent to expel stress and then move on.

This hormone also promotes bone formation 
and stimulates the contraction of smooth 
muscle. Healthy Connectors should therefore 
have strong bones and teeth and robust 
digestive systems.

Outline 

Oxytocin
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Connector Body
The Connector often needs to be with other 
people - the ‘tribe’ mentality (always with the 
group and fear of missing out) provides the 
‘safety in numbers’ viewpoint of the Connector 
- that there is always someone beside you to 
help. An unhealthy connector may tend to 
binge eat. Positive connections and internal 
happiness plays a very important role in a 
Connector’’ weight and psychosomatic health.

The Connector body wants to move every day 
throughout the day! With diet and exercise  
may be more challenging when it’s cold out. 
The connector body loves motion as well as 
a challenge yet it changes slowly. Definitely a 
focus on something less boring or repetitious 
and solidary,

The health type images above indicate the fat and muscle distribution of the 
Connector male and female in various cases.
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The best forms of exercise for connectors are: 
Hand eye coordination and group training like: 

Aerobics, H.I.I.T, Dance, Boxing, kickboxing. For 
more customised training use a PT or Coach to 

support you and develop programming.

You have acceleration, power and rythem in 
your body. Look for activities that are dynam-
ic that require short bursts and equally short 

rests. Keeping you focused is key so avoid long 
monotonous activities.

This body is designed to move with others. 
You’re looking to pump oxytocin through 

your brain by enjoying what you’re doing and 
sharing the experience. Be an instigator, find 
some banging music and wear your favourite 
most outrageous outfit doing it, colours are 
stimulating and help you get in your zone.
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Connector Movement (play)

Activity Ideas: Energetic, group based, social, fun

SPORTS Gym Outdoor

Team sports Dance Class Swim

Crosffit Work with PT and buddy Mini golf

Field Sports HIIT ( short classes) Walk the dog

Running race Group Fitness Walk/run with a friend

To avoid injury, the Diplomat should: 

• Avoid sitting too much during daily life 
 - instead use a standing desk, take   
 breaks, walk on the phone

• Exercise should be twice daily where   
 possible - with sessions that are 30-60   
 minutes long depending on fitness level. 

• Light intensity or cardio is best in the   
 morning and afternoons are the optimal   
 time for a solid or hard training session. 

• Strength, endurance, HIIT - anything   
 goes for the Connector as long as it’s   
 varied and social.

The Connector body is extremely resilient and 
when training can expect to out in 3 months 
of hard work and then see sudden, dramatic 
results. The key is to be able to engage the 
Connector for a full three months to be able to 
get the results. This is done with variety and 
connection. Social connection is important in 
every aspect of life so working out with other 
people is crucial. Team sports, classes, small 
groups, personal trainers or partner workouts 
are ideal. The Connector may find it even more 
challenging to move when it becomes cold or 
dreary outside but the more they move and 
stretch the better it is for their body, including 
reducing muscle pains.

The Connector body wants to move every day, 
throughout the day - even if the Connector 
person doesn’t necessarily want to! They 
have the capacity to gain large muscle mass, 
are agile and have excellent body awareness. 
As with the Connector mind, the body 
needs variety. It is helpful to work muscles 
at different angles when training so that the 
body can respond to different stimuli - incline, 
decline, wide grip, close grip. Changing the 
exercise and the technique is an important 
part of Connector programming.

Guidelines: Frequency: 5 days, 2 days off, Variation: Short burst activity to maintain attention span, 
high energy Exercise types: HIIT, Group Fitness Classes, Dance, PT Recovery: Walking with friends, 
free dance, exploring
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Chronobiology
Chronobiological needs differ in health 
type-to-health type due to the processing 
requirements of organs throughout the day. 
Your optimal training window for your body to 
be active will coincide with the highest natural 
adrenal output for the day.

By aligning your physical activity to your 
body’s circadian cycle, your physical 
performance will improve thanks to the

naturally elevated action hormones produced 
during your peeking window.

Artificially stimulating your body to work at 
intensities outside of its the natural peaking 
window will yield lower physical returns
and long term this can create a biological 
environment that impacts negatively as your 
body will perceive it as an additional stressors.

PRODUCTIVITY

PHYSICAL

LOW STRESS

RELAXATION
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